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913B6FTGNHW

MANYARD® II STRETCHABLE  
SHOCK-ABSORBING LANYARD
Lanyard features an inner core that, during a fall, expands up 
to an additional 42" to reduce fall arrest forces and help protect 
the body. It’s easy to tell when it's been involved in a fall, too, 
because its bright red warning flag is visual proof that it should 
be taken out of service. Its stretchable design also contracts from 
6'–4' to reduce tripping and snagging hazard. And it's single leg 
with locking snap hooks. Meets OSHA 1910.66, 1926.502, and  
ANSI A10.32. 310 lb capacity. Green.

Part No Description
216MZ76FTGNHW Manyard II Lanyard

MANYARD® SHOCK-ABSORBING 
LANYARD
Lanyard expands smoothly, up to an additional 42", to reduce 
fall arrest forces. The heavy-duty outer jacket also serves as 
a back-up lanyard, and it includes a warning flag for visual 
confirmation of use. It's single leg with locking snap hooks too. 
Meets OSHA 1910.66, 1926.502, and ANSI A10.32. 310 lb 
capacity. 6'. Yellow.

Part No Description
216WLSZ76FTYLHW Manyard Lanyard

STRETCHSTOP® SHOCK-ABSORBING 
LANYARD 
Offering a unique stretchable design, this lanyard features a 
SofStop® shock absorber and can stretch from 4'–6', helping 
to minimize snagging and tripping. There’s also a heavy-duty 
back-up safety strap, and it's single leg with locking snap hooks. 
Meets ANSI Z359.13. 310 lb capacity. 6'. Green.

Part No Description
913SSZ76FTGNHW StretchStop Lanyard

BACKBITER® TIE-BACK  
SHOCK-ABSORBING LANYARD
Featuring a SofStop® shock absorber, this lanyard has a cross-
arm anchorage connector and an impressive 5000 lb gate-
load capacity—at any angle. Plus, unlike regular lanyards, it 
was created specifically for tie-back use and comes with 5K® 
snap hooks. Single leg. Meets OSHA 1910.66, 1926.104, 
1926.502, and ANSI A10.32 and Z359.13. 310 lb capacity. 
6'. Green. 

Part No Description
913B6FTGNHW BackBiter Lanyard
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